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ABSTRACT
Microarchitectures that implement conventional instruction
set architectures are usuaHy limited in that they are only
able to execute a small number of microoperations concurrently. This limitation is due in part to the fact that the
units of work that the hardware treats as indivisible are
small. While this limitation is not important for microarchitectures with a low level of functllonality, it can be significant’if the goal is to build hardware that can support a
large number of microoperations executing concurrently. In
this paper we address the tradeoffs associated with the sizes
of the various units of work that a processor considers indivisible, or atomic. We argue that by allowing larger units
of work to be atomic, restrictions on concurrent operation
are reduced and performance is increased. We outline the
implement.ation of a front end for a dynamically scheduled
processor with hardware support for large atomic units. We
discuss tradeoffs in the design and show that with a modest
investment in hardware, the run-time advantages of large
atomic units can be realized without the need to alter the
instruction set architecture.
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1. Introduction
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This paper contains four sections. Section two presents a general
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discussion of atomic unit sizes and the tradeoffs associated with them.
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Section three
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names,

thus fewer general purpose registers are required. This makes context
switching less expensive.
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atomic units simplify the design

Average
number
of
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boundaries to preserve. This can be significant for microarchitectures
with a high degree of concurrency.
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atomic units is that they make it easier to increase the

size of execution atomic units as mentioned

ahwe

(nu

fast
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slow mode scheme is required).
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t

mance. The sizes of the compiler atomic units and execution atomic
Average

units are more critical. Small compiler atomic units increase compile-
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